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	Inside Microsoft® SQL Server(TM) 2005: Query Tuning and Optimization, 9780735621961 (0735621969), Microsoft Press, 2007
Dive deep into the internals of query tuning and optimization in SQL Server 2005 with this comprehensive reference. Understanding the internals of SQL Server helps database developers and administrators to better create, access, and effectively process information from enterprise data. Written by experts on SQL Server, this volume from the Inside Microsoft SQL Server series of books focuses on query tuning and optimization. Youll take an in-depth look at the best ways to make queries more efficient and effective, while maximizing existing resources. Includes extensive code samples and table examples to help database developers and administrators understand the intricacies and help promote mastery of query tuning and optimization.     

       Key Book Benefits:
  

-Provides deep background information along with best practices that help  developers build and optimize more-responsive databases

 -Features numerous code samples and table examples     

       About the Author


    Kalen Delaney is the Series Editor for the Inside SQL Server series of  books from Microsoft Press. She has been working with SQL Server since 1987  and has been a Microsoft MVP since 1995. She is a founding mentor of Solid  Quality Learning, where she helps develop courses and training materials.  Kalen is a contributing editor and columnist for SQL Server Magazine and  the author of several books on SQL Server, including Inside Microsoft SQL  Server 2000.       
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Clinical Chemistry: A Laboratory PerspectiveF. A. Davis Company, 2007

	Meet the learning needs of today’s students with a brand-new style of textbook—designed to excite your students’ interest in clinical chemistry! Organized almost entirely around organ systems—to parallel the way physicians order tests—this groundbreaking text teaches the concepts and principles...


		

My Job Went to India: 52 Ways to Save Your Job (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2005
You've already lost your job. You may still be drawing a paycheck, but the job you were hired to do no longer exists. Your company has changed, the technology has changed, the economy has changed, and the ways you can add value have changed. Have you adapted to these changes? Or are you at risk?
  Architect your...


		

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	I’ve been using SQL Server for longer than I care to admit. Let’s just say that I remember the days when Microsoft first released its own version of SQL Server after obtaining the rights to it from Sybase Corporation. That was a long time ago!

	

	Why have I been using SQL Server for such a long time? Quite simply, I...





	

98-374 MTA Gaming Development Fundamentals (Microsoft Official Academic Course)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Welcome to the Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC) program for Gaming

	Development Fundamentals. MOAC represents the collaboration between Microsoft

	Learning and John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Microsoft and Wiley teamed up to produce a series

	of textbooks that deliver compelling and innovative teaching solutions to instructors and...

		

Upgrading and Repairing PCs (19th Edition)Que, 2009
“…a comprehensive resource for PC enthusiasts and professionals alike. Packed with the latest speeds and feeds, you’ll want to keep this book on-hand as an authoritative technology reference.”

–Chris Angelini, Managing Editor, Tom’s...


		

Congenital Heart Disease: Molecular Diagnostics (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2006

	Prominent researchers and clinicians describe in detail all the latest laboratory techniques currently used to define the molecular genetic basis for congenital malformations of the heart, cardiomyopathies, cardiac tumors, and arrythmias in human patients. In particular, the methods can be used to identify in clinical samples those genetic...
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